
Quick Barrier / Wasp Information 2015
The barrier is available in standard or custom lengths

Alternative coloured webbing is available

Two types of wallet are available - top or bottom loading.

Items can be bought separately or as a kit.

Kits are discounted compared with individual items

The Quick Barrier old ref new ref

2 metres webbing with buckles WASP005 QB002

4 metres webbing with buckles WASP004 QB004

6 metres webbing with buckles WASP010 QB006

12 metres webbing with buckles WASP011 QB012

Wallets including warning sign old ref new ref

Quick barrier wallet (top loading) - QB001

W.A.S.P.  Wallet (bottom loading) WASP03 SP001

Basic Kits webbing & wallet & sign old ref new ref

(top loading wallet)

2m quick webbing with QUICK wallet - QB002W

4m quick webbing with QUICK wallet - QB004W

6m quick webbing with QUICK wallet - QB006W

12m quick webbing with QUICK wallet - QB012W

(bottom loading wallet) -

2m quick webbing with WASP wallet - SP002W

4m quick webbing with WASP wallet - SP004W

6m quick webbing with WASP wallet - SP006W

12m quick webbing with WASP wallet - SP012W

Full Kits webbing, wallet, pen,laminated sign & webbing gripper

(top loading wallet)

2m webbing with QUICK wallet complete - QB002C

4m webbing with QUICK wallet complete - QB004C

6m webbing with QUICK wallet complete - QB006C

12m webbing with QUICK wallet complete - QB012C

(bottom loading wallet)

2m webbing with WASP wallet complete WASP002 SP002C

4m webbing with WASP wallet complete WASP001 SP004C

6m webbing with WASP wallet complete WASP009 SP006C

12m webbing with WASP wallet complete WASP015 SP012C

Accessories old ref new ref

Laminated sign WASP007 AC001

Indelible pen WASP006 AC002

90 deg rotation strap  (2 required) WASP008 AC004

webbing gripper WASP014 AC005

Magnetic fixing    (2 required) - AC006

Rope and chain available to order
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These barriers are for isolating areas and are not suitable 

 to be used as personnel restraints Feb-15


